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From the top Gib Kirkham.llreg Clark and Heidi Smith exhibit their
Ulent at modern dance daring "Torn," one of the varied dance forma
displayed at the Dance Concert last weekendr - ;
Campus Cleanupl)rehched
BY PHIL UNDERCUFFLER
-- Defying a soaking rain, thestu-dent- s
who helped in the first All-Campus-Cle- anup
at The College of
Wooster Friday. April 29, showed
their, commitment to the college'
and environment. . ...
" The cleanup was inspired by
Lowell Bourns, member of Woos-ter- 's
class-- , of 1927 and ex-colle- ge
administrator. Last week,. Bourns
telephoned the office of the campus
paper, the Voice, requesting then
Editor Timothy E. Spence to try to
Inspire the students to "take some
pride in the looks of the place." .
" Bourns, who walks past Bissman
to the tennis courts daily;' was
dismayed by the signs of "thought-
less littering" on campus. -
"It seems (to . me that all too
often, in the ; discarding of old
papers, bags, milkshake cartons,,
beer bottles and cans, that --students
have net sense of wanting tff keep
the campus clean." . , "- -" -
The Voice staff memWrs who
were in the office at the time of the
call Dick Durishin, who an-
swered the call, Beth Koreman and
Chip Aikens agreed that some-
thing should be done about : the
litter. The . problem, : according to
Durishin, was deciding what and
"It was Chip's idea to. have the
campus-wid- e cleanup and party,"
said Durishin. "He did most of the
real work: setting It up, getting
permission and such. Beth took the
pictures, and I answered - the
phone."
Despite Friday's pouring rain,
over 25 people helped clean up, and
10 20 gallon bags were filled with
Utter.
"I think that, considering the
phenomenal .amount of precipita-
tion it went extrmeley well," said
Durishin. "With all the rain, we
didn't get as-ma- ny people as we
hoped to. Because of the 'fallout,
there was . a lot of fallout! Some
people, however, were really great
the Delta for example. They had
at least 10 guys out there picking
up trash." . Jv
When asked what he thought of
the students response --to the campus-cle-
anupparty, Bourns said, "It
seems to me that it can't help but
to make you feel proud." . -
President Henry Copeland
thought the event "was terrific."
He added that he wished "we could'
get the whole campus in the habit
... of picking op litter. I certainly
applaud any group that wants to do
it" --w -- ,v. '
Wooster Faculty
With Salary Ranking
BY ANGELA HUBLER
A resolution was passed at Mon-
day night's faculty meeting. It
reaas, "Kesoivear Given that the
: faculty believes the current budget
' ing process cannot deal adequately
wun matters oi faculty compensa
.
tion, it is resolved that faculty
compensation be the first deter-
mined budgeting item for the 1983- -
84 budget and subsequent years.
The resolution is a revision of a
. recommendation submitted by
Jonn cates. Tne resolution was
accepted by 85 faculty members.
Ten members voted no, and two
abstained. ; . - ." .
:-
-' "The revenue increase is 5.49,
but not a penny goes to salaries. If
the college sees a quality faculty
member, I think they should have a
: commitment to , assure that, thefaculty has a life time commitment
to the college. I think morale is
low..."" said Gates in conversation
with a Voice reporter.
Gates felt low morale was caused
by "low compensation and tenure
decisions that deny .tenure to facul-
ty members one likes and one
respects..-- - .- - --
. The April draft --budget for 1983- -
84 lists total revenues up 5.49,
"net expenditures up. 3.C9, admin
istrative salary segment up 4.40,
hourly wage segment up 2.53, and
the faculty ' wage segment down
r.05.--.- s
' Wooster salaries were ranked 6th
or-hig- her : among -- the -- 12 GLCA
Colleges in the-- early seventies. As
of December 1982, they "are ranked
Dance Co,
Performs ;--;
Foiandatipns
BY ROBERT SULLIVAN V
Last weekend the Wooster Dance
Company presented their spring
concert. "Dance Formations." De-
spite their not having had access to
the facilities of Freedlander Thea-
tre,
. the company's performance
was extremely successful and the
turnout was high. -
Due to the upcoming "Hamlet"
production, the 1 company., had to
adjust their choreography to
produce' and perform in Shoolroy
Theatre. This move created a new
atmosphere, allowing those watch-
ing to better understand what the
dancers were attempting to express
throughout the production. ... . ...
This technique, known as' theatre
in. the round, is new and. one, not
frequently used. ...
. The show consisted
..
of eight
dances, including jazz. tap. ballet,
and modern, two of which utilized
live music "The use of . live music
lent an exciting variation lo the
performance. . .V
The Company wants to thank
Director Jean Ann Marshall for. all
her help and support, , and wishes
her luck in --the future. Additionally,
the Company. sadly says goodbye r
and good luck to Senior Tom Truss
Dissatisfied
As a percentage of total ' net
expenditures the faculty salary seg-
ment of the budget has dropped
from 24.8 in 1967, to 20 in 1983--
84. .
The decline in real salary income
from 1970-7- 1 to 1980-8- 1, Is an aver-
age of 28 for Wooster. median
salaries, and 32 for maximum
salaries. This is comparable to a
nationwide average academic sala-
ry drop of 20.9.
The consensus of opinion at the
meeting was not that the issue was
a problem with personalities, but a
procedural problem. "Because sala-
ries are determined last, their in-
creases are based on leftovers.
Before the faculty meeting. Pres-
ident Copeland reported that facul-
ty raises for next year would be4. However, this figure is con-servatively estimated, and depend-
ing on the ongoing budget project
they could be as high as 6. -This figure is below the national
average for private colleges. .
Dean's Staff
Next'Year'S
"
By EDITH McGANDY
The dean's staff has offered ton-contra- cts
to three, seniors, Joanne
pett, Jenny Chandler, and Al Clark,
for positions as dorm directors and
Interns In various offices at the
College.
The selection of interns begins
winter quarter when a general
mailing is sent to all seniors. Stu-
dents are encouraged to apply for
open positions. The number of
which is unstated. Current mem-
bers -- of the dean's staff hold an
open session for all interested sen-
iors. All applicants must be gradu-
ated In the spring before the fall in
which they would take the job
Students who apply must provide
two references. There are two
rounds of interviews for all appli-
cants.- The - students must . state
then reasons for applying, and per-
sonal objectives which they would,
pursue should they get the position.
In . the application, the candidate
must "explain his or her under-
standing of the role of dorm direc-
tor," and describes , his or , her
qualifictions. - ;,
.
.
Previous residence- - haU, experi-
ence is not a necessary prerequisite
for the job. -
Dean of Students Ken Plusquel--'
lee: notes that although two of the
contract offers have been made to
Black students," this is purely coin-
cidence. "The two Black students
chosen were exceptional They Im-
pressed the. entire: staff." He as-
serts that race was not a factor
when chosing the interns.
AI Clark . : .
Al Clark has accepted the admin
istration's offer of contract for the
directorship of Bissman. as well as
an administrative intern position.
Clark has been active In various
In GLCA
However, President copeland
says, "Wooster has been concerned
about faculty salaries. It Is a deli- - :
cate matter. We haven't had the
same size raises because more was
being devoted to student aid. We
understand why our salaries . are
going to be 82000 less,-say- . than at
Denison." An average salary for a
beginning assistant professor at
Wooster is 817,000-17,50- 0.
Copeland estimates that Wooster
salaries would be ranked 8th or 9th
out of the 12 GLCA Colleges, but
that .ear faculty leave , program --
would "make our standing in that
comparative group far. better."
Wooster also encourages all faculty
to attend one professional meeting
a year and pays air travel and aper diem. - -.-- --c . ; -
Last year's raise was 4.8 and a .
change In health care-benef- its giv-
ing the effect of 'a 8 raise. The '
three previous years, when Infla-
tion was at 14, raises were be-
tween 11-1- 2. Inflation Is estimated
to be 3 this year - c' - " - -
-Chooses
Interns
organizations at Wooster. He has --
helped with the Boy's Village pro-- --
gram, and has been Involved with '
served as president of the Black
Student Association. Clark has also -
nlavod fnnthall. hackthall and
basebaU.
.
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race was an Issue In the decision.
Clark said, "I think they chose the
person most .qualified for the job,
the person who could do the most
effective job." However, he notes,
"If I change few people's minds(about race Issues) that would be --
great I'm not out to be a crusad
er ' . .. : -- j -- : - ' w
Clark may pursue an Interest in
college administration as a future - --
career' opportunity, but for the
moment the . Internship is simply .
providing a learning experience for
him. He decided to do the Intern-
ship because he "wants to sit back
and relax -- and think about what(he) wants to do.'.' He will have
time, -- be feels,.-- : while, being an.
intern, Ur decide whether or not he
will attend graduate schooL , '
Jenny Chandler- - i
Jenny- - Chandler, has been asked -- .
to. be the director of Stevenson next
year but has not yet decided wbeth- -
er or not to take the position. She
would be. the Intern associated with
1 Continued on Page 11 -- .
This Issue Includes a Voice fea
ture Special Supplement on women :
in athletics at Wooster. The scr7 la-
ment Includes sketches of individu
al personalities as well as reviews
of the progress of the women's
teams 00 campus. See pat 5. .
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Editorship Equals Hardship
Today, only a few days alter the resignation of the editor-in-chi- ef
of the Voice, I am uncomfortably aware of the burden of the
responsibilities associated with that position. I realize now, as I
never have before, that being responsible for the editor's duties is not
only a 24-ho- ur Job, but a 24-ho- ur stomachache. It is a Job like no
other on this campus. The possible failure of those upon whom the
editor must depend reflects exclusively on the editor.
As I experience the tension and excitement of this job, I wonder
how Campus Council ever could have questioned the necessity for a
salaried editor's position.
In every other leadership position on campus, foresight and
careful planning can ease the tension of the job. Student Government
Association president delegates committee responsibilities, attends
meetings and assures that people are doing their jobs; these tasks
can constitute the successful completion of his or her job. Student
Activities Board chairperson, too, can delegate responsibility,
organize and plan ahead to ensure the success of the organization.
The Voice is a weekly publication the completion of which takes
nine or more days of preparation. The College depends on a
newspaper to preserve its reputation. Prospective students expect a
newspaper. There is constant pressure to complete the current issue
while simultaneously beginning the next If the editor fails, even
once, people criticize. The editor cannot take on the responsibilities
of his or her staff should they, fail, as heshe is probably overloaded
with similar top-priori- ty work for the newspaper.
This 1s the true nature of the position for which Campus Council
deliberated the necessity of a salary. Campus Council has now. after
a full year of debate, determined that as a principle, the editor's
position should receive a "salary." or honorarium by its more apt
name. The generosity of this organization to allocate funds for this
purpose which were in fact raised by the Voice overwhelms me.
Edith E. McGandy
Fast Scheduled ForPeace
Editor:
President Reagan is going to be
in Ashland next Monday, May 9 for
a dinner in honor of the' late
Congressman John Ashbrook.
Wooster students and community
members are planning to hold a
quiet demonstration that evening in
Ashland against nuclear weapons.
We hope that this demonstration
will allow us to make a strong
statement against a current arms
race to both Mr. Reagan and the
local community.
In order to involve the entire
Wooster campus (students, .faculty
and administration) and communi-
ty in preparation for the demons
stratioD on Monday, we are ded-
icating this weekend to the
curtailment and eventual elimina-
tion of nuclear weapons. There will
be a number of events on campus
involving students and community
members.
At 4 p.m. Friday. May-a- , a group
of students will begin a ' 48-ho- ur
fast. This fast will be 'a personal
commitment by those participating
to focus their attention on the
immense threat which nuclear
weapons present to human life and
civilization. By fasting, the stu-
dents will show understanding of
the consequences that the arms
race creates for the poor and hun-
gry of the world. The group will be
staying across the street from Low-r- y
for the duration of the weekend.
On both Friday and Saturday
nights, there will be a night-lon- g
candlelight vigil. VigUers will join
those fasting for the night with a
few people awake all the time to
maintain the vigil. The vigil will bepart of our witness to the communi-
ty to express deep concern for the
future of our planet facing, .the
threat of nuclear destruction' fi
Sunday afternoon at 4, p.m.'. there
will be a rally on the north side of
Lowry. This will be an opportunity
for campus -- and community to
come together and - express our
support for each other and our
struggle to end the nuclear threat.
Nuclear weapons and the arms
race endanger our past, present,
and future. It is crucial that this
threat to our existence be eliminat-
ed. This weekend , will be .an oppor-
tunity to unite, in 'support of . life on
this planet. Take some time now to
preserve our futurei We would like
to invite all students, faculty and
the administration .to join us in
expressing our common convictions
that nuclear weapons and the arms
race threatens everyone of us liv-
ing, as well as our future genera-
tions.
Karen Sapio
Linda Beane
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The Internationalist
The Japanese Miracle
Over and over. American Busi-
ness has been preoccupied with the
"Japanese miracle." The import-
ance of Japanese competition for
U.S. Business today ted-th-e Eco
nomics Department ef CO.W. to
invite Mr. George M. Galster, Vice
President of Champion Spark Plug
Company (father of Prof. George
C. Galster Economics Depart-
ment) to.speak on campus, on April
S. 1983, for the Economics FORUM.
In-th- e existent analysis of the
issue, said Mr. Galster, people
traditionally point to-- the lower
labor costs and to Japanese man-
agement techniques. Although
these are important, in his opinion,
there is another aspect that is
overlooked; that is, the enormous
strategic role that the Japanese
government has played, and contin-
ues to play, in building their dy-
namic industry.
' As presented by Mr. Galster. the
Japanese facilitate the operation of
their businesses in such a way. that
it allows them to promote produc-
tion and exports desirable for the
economy. They have, for example,
"rapid depreciation allowances for
machinery, computers and R&D
facilities, that are intended to pro-
mote the political objectives of the
Japanese government." That,
pointed Mr. Galster, is a quote
from a handbook on Japanese tax
laws. fie went on to outline a whole
tax, subsidy, and currency regula-
tion network designed to promote,
protect and facilitate exports to
Japan.
-
' Furthermore, the Japanese consi-
der imports as a "necessary evil."
The government and the various
business "circles make it very diffi-
cult for foreign competitors to be
successful within Japan. Mr. Gals-
ter related to the group a personal
experience with-- Japanese busineto-peopl- e.
At one point, he found
himself in Japan attempting to sell
original equipment parts (that the
Japanese were still - researching),
and eager to negotiate price. "Af-
ter a full day of frustrating discus
sion," he said. "I made our final
offer: Free spark plugs for a year!
The offer was refused. No reason
was stated." In .other words, al-
though it may have been financial-
ly advantageous for the specific
company to accept this U.S. busi-
ness offer, the Japanese gave pref-
erence to Japan's more expensive
and less advanced products to sup-
port home production. Mr. Galster
pointed out that it is not unusual for
all .Japanese major producers to
get together and discuss what poli-
cy they will follow for the next
year. So. they are able to support
other, even at a short-ru- n monetary
loss. This is illegal in the United
States where the principle of com-
petition is much respected, by the
people something reflected in
legislation (Anti-Tru- st laws). -
COUNTERPOINT
On the other hand, however. Profes-
sor-Yoshi Tsuruml (Internation-
al Business at Baruch College, the
City University of New York and
author of "The Japanese Are Com
ing" and "Multinational Manage-
ment") claims that Japanese com-
petition is actually healthy for the
United States companies. He attrib-
utes the constant protest of Ameri-
can companies to their fear "of a
fair fight" The claims that the root
cause. of the decline of American
industrial productivity and quality
are the industrial policies of Japan,
says Tsurumi, --are false. Why ha-
ven't the best-ru-n companies jn the
United States (e.g.. International
Business Machines Corporation,
Texas Instruments, and Procter It
Gamble) conceded anything to
their Japanese competitors? Were
they not faced with the same "con-
spiratorial, collectivized Japanese I
system?" And. furthermore, hasn't
the United States government sup-
ported selected industries and giv-
en subsidies for R 4c D (research
and development)?
Professor Tsurumi sees Japanese
competition as an incentive for
American business to pay attention
to product quality and productivity . ,
It is Japanese competition and
lessons that geared the Big Three
automakers to promote mutual
trust between management and la-
bor, and that led the United Auto
mobile workers to accept smasning
work rules in order to increase
productivity to become internation-
ally competitive.
Vmtawwstr Ttnmml iwrinta to the
reneral ideology of management
which is: further promoted in U.- -
Business Schools. This ideology
places as the number one aim oi
corporate managers the profit-makin- g
function of companies rath-
er than the provision of products
and services. The Japanese, on the
Continued on Page 11
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WASHINGTON In a televised
address to a joint session of Con
gress. President Reagan said Cen
tral American leftists pose a grow-
ing threat to the U.S. He said
modest steps could be taken, such
as increased military aid to El
Salvador and he subtly warned
Democrats that they might be held
responsible for further leftist gains
if aid is refused. Critics isaid that
the President should concentrate
more on solving the social and
economic ills of Latin America.
Former U.S. Senator Richard Stone
was appointed as special' envoy to
Central America, despite congres-
sional misgivings as to his qualifi-
cations and leanings.
WARSAW On May Day, Polish
riot police broke up a march of
thousands of Solidarity supporters.
The reaction of the Polish military
to the unofficial marches in several
cities is unclear. At the official
march, Gen. Jaruzelski attacked
U.S. deployment of missiles in
Western Europe. Former Solidarity
leader Walesa called for talks be-
tween the government and the
banned union, and called the
marches a success. Pope John Paul
H who will be visiting Pqland next
month dedicated to workers his
May Day blessing, and urged that
their rights be "everywhere recog-
nized, safe-guarde- d, respected and
protected." 1
JEKUSAlfiJt secretary oxState Shultz and"Prime Mlnisten
Begin" met for the fifth time to
discuss troop withdrawal from Le-
banon. Shultx remarked that he's
continued to "narrow focus" in the
talks, but Begin pointed out there
are "outstanding problems." U.S.-Isra- eli
squables over U.S. declines
on exports of aire aft technology
cast a cool air over the talks.
MOSCOW Soviet Chief of State
Andropov offered a new concession
to curb nuclear weapons In Europe.
In an address, the Soviet leader
proposed an agreement allowing
U.S.S.R, and the NATp allies the
equal number of nuclear warheads
in Europe. Previously, the offer
had specified only an equal number
of nuclear missiles. However, he
did not change the demand that
British and French arms be includ-
ed in the Western arsenaL Earlier,
Andropov had sent a letter to U.S.
scientists saying that Russia
doesn't want to become Involved in
an arms race in space. -
. CHICAGO At a meeting of U.S.
bishops in Chicago. Catholic bish-
ops retreated from condemning an
uses of nuclear arms. In a carefully
worded pastoral letter they re-
versed an earlier vote which reject-
ed all uses of nuclear weapons. In
its place noted their "profound
skepticism" of such weapons. The
letter is to be used to instruct the
nation's 51 million Catholics.
PARIS In clashes with riot
police, French students in several
cities protested government educa-
tional reforms. An estimated 10,000
medical students marched through
Paris to denounce plans for a new
"classification" exam and manda-
tory internships. ;
Continued on Page
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Editorial Ignores
SAB Successes
Editor:
From last week's editorial, "Con-
cert Flop, Take 3," the reader
might assume that Hal Closson's
only responsibility as Director of
Lowry Center was organizing ma-jor concerts. The editors singled
out events that have lost money for
lack of local support, and this kind
of hindsight is always easy.
What the editorial chose not to
mention was the whole range of
successful activities and programs
put on throughout the academic
year and supported by Hal Closson
and the Student Activities Board.
The editorial says nothing of film
series, art exhibits, noontime musi-
cal events, pit stops, theme weeks
such as India Week and Black
Awareness Week, major evening
events like the very well received
recent programs by Mike Peters
and Ken Weber, alTof which have
been facilitated by Hal Closson's
office. ' f i
Closson has also been a ready
source of advice and support to
students who were prepared to
attempt ambitious programs
against frustrating obstacles of
money and facility organization.
Last quarter's splendid Hobbit pro-
duction comes immediately to
mind.
Anyone be they students, fac-
ulty or administrators who has
shared responsibility for public pro-
gramming at the college,. is aware
of the vagaries of audience interest
and attendance. From any bal-
anced perspective, Hal Closson is
doing an extraordinarly effectivejob. -
Richard C. Figge
. Department of German
Clossen holds sole control of the
programming decisions at the Col-
lege of Wooster. , -
Mr. Clossen's job demands the
ability to become attuned to the
ever changing programming de-
sires of the student body. After
years of programming experience
as students we know the difficulty
in gauging the diverse needs of
student- s- Often programming be-
comes r a roll of 'the dice in? which
different actiyities-Aar- e tried each
year to" predict the fickle nature of
that-year'- s studenfrbodyJ 27iir.cn
" We believe that before you: call
for Mr. Clossen's resignation you
should better attempt to under-
stand how the -- decision making
process within SAB works.
William Levisay
Robert Moorman
Mark Ferguson
Hartrick. Howes, SpenceSpeak In Ignorance
Editor,
As former SAB board members
serving in the capacities of Film
Chairpersons and Concerts Chair-
person we feel the need to address
the inaccurate and irresponsible
tone of last week's editorial "Con-
cert Flop Take 3." We believe that
Misters Hartrick, Howes and
Spence have no grounds for draw-
ing their conclusions that Mr. don-se-n
should tender his resignation
for the sole reason that money was
lost In the past few-- concerts. They
do not speak from an experienced
or knowledgable position when talk-
ing of the complex nature of college
programming. Prime examples of
their ignorance in college program-
ming are their assumptions that
the success of an activity is defined
by its profitability and that Mr.
Women's
Career
Day
Wednesday, May 11, CPPS and
The Women's Resource Center will
hold a Career Fair in Lowry Center
Pit Local women representing a
variety of occupations will be avail-
able to talk informally with stu-
dents between 1-- 4 p.m., then from
4-- 5 our guests will participate in a
Pit Stop discussion of life style
options and career choices.
The goat of the program is to let
interested students learn about
what these women actually do, how
they decided on their careers, and
how they prepared for their respec-
tive occupations. It is hoped that
women and men students will take
advantage of this opportunity to
clarify their personal goals and to
learn about 'some of the options
that are open to them. Law, busi-
ness, social services, education,
clergy, and medicine are among
the fields that will be represented.
Here At
By SUSAN FIGGE
As Americans we have often been
afflicted with "China Fever," or
"Marco Poloitis", as one scholar
put it We construct myths about
China and then debunk the myths
with, essays varndJooks on the
"Truth" about China, a "Truth"
which often turns out to be the start
of a new myth. Throughout the 70's
we were fascinated by our own
version of the China. Utopia an
egalitarian society in which Ameri-
can ideals of social --engineering
were somehow fulfilled. We thought
we saw in Chinese society true
equality for women. Remember
Shirley McLain's celebrated visit to
the People's Republic? We praised
the educational system which did
not foster elites, and we admired
the continuing revolution in which
bureacracies were overturned be-
fore they could become frozen and
inflexible. '
Now the bloom is off the rose.
The 70's China myth is being re
placed by ihe new Truth of the
80's: that China faces massive
problems on every level of life and
government that cynicism is ram-
pant among the Chinese about their
own future; that as another recent-
ly returned American scholar titled
his article for Harpers Magazine,
"China Stinks."
How do we begin a genuine re-evaluat- ion
of China? Where do the
Chinese go from here? What should
the US relationship to China be?
What do we have in common be-
yond hatred of the Soviet Union?
On Monday evening at 7:30 in
McGaw Chapel, Fox Butterfield,
V Virk- - Timo'm rnrrrmndpnt in
Pektoi.J.W.r.mcflthSkwJU com- -
meat on these questions , in his talk
on Life in Cola Today.
Butterfield, a graduate in
Chinese history from Harvard Uni-
versity, holds an MA from Harvard,
in East Asian Studies. On Taiwan
in 1969. he was hired by the New
York Times as a part time corre-
spondent He later returned to New
York and was a member of the
are taught to see themselves only
through the eyes of the dominant
culture. This gives blacks broken,
unreconciled view of themselves.
According to Young, the history of
blackr Americans can be seen as a
quest for identity in the context of
this broken environment Their his-
toric 51 context places' blacks in
a constant identity crisis.'--' -
One Of the'xenfirar'problems of
the black religious tradition has
bien 'tne tension between the tradi-
tional image of God as omnipotent
and benevolent and the suffering of
the black peple. Either God wants
to end th suffering but Is unable,
which denies God's omnipotence, or
God is able to end the suffering but
is unwilling, which denies God's
benevolences Declares Young, this
1he8glcalJdiftmnfJ)0Pentral to
the Wack identity crjsis. --
- The black rligfMis tradition has
had several different ways of deal-
ing with-- this dlletenia. The' first
comes from a compensatory per-
spective.. It ends up exonerating
God for not intervening to abolish
the suffering of blacks. The second
deals with the problem by protest
This form, states Young, can be
' Continued on Page 4
TheologianYoungArrives
On Wooster's Campus
By KAREN SAPIO
Rev. Dr. Henry Young, Theolo-
gian in Residence at the College
during the first two weeks of May.
spoke at Wednesday's Convocation
on, "The Question of Identity in the
Context of the Black Religious
Tradition."
Professor of Systematic Theology,
at Garrett Seminary, Young stated
that the fundamental question
about the human predicament ex-
pressed ItotheWackreOigious tradi--
Eenry Young, visiting theologian
from Garrett Theological Seminary
wUl be here at Wooster until May
13. He will be speaking at student
gatherings and classes at various
times during his visit For specific
times and places, see a schedule
outside Dr.' &ucber'i-otflc- e ( in
Kaoke halt See Drs Backer with
uty Questions. -,- ..-,r---
tion is, "How does olfind one;s
identity when all external support
systems have . collapsed?" What
becomes of the basis for identity
when one's image of God becomes
"incongruent to one's situation?
Our modern white-dominat- ed so-
ciety, asserts Young, gives blacks
no true self-consciousne- ss. They
ParcS
Wooster5
Times Team that won a Pulitzer
Prize in 1971 for its public aton of
the Pentagon Papers. As a Times
correspondent Butterfield covered
th. Vin Wa In Tnrinrhina for
two years from 1971 unto .73. He
returned to Saigon in early 1975. at
the time of the final North Vietnam
offensive, witnessed the collapse of
the Thieu regime. He was evacuat
ed by helicopter on April 29, 1975,
the last day of the war. Butterfield
will OlSCUSS nis cnina ana icuiaui
experiences in Douglass Lounge at
3 p.m.. Monday afternoon.
Butterfield's book. China Alive in
the Bitter Sea, was published in (
May 1982. Last
a .
month the book
received ine American jook
Award. Butterfield has contributed
to two other books. The Pentagon
Papers, 1971, and American Mis
sionaries In China, 1964. Butterfield
is now the New England Bureau
Chief for the Time In Boston. .
His visit is made possible by the
Class of 1917 Lectureship.
Life After Wooster
"Life . After Wooster: An Uncon--
of next Wednesday's convocation.
Blake Moore and Cynthia Weuer,
1980 alumni of the College, wUl give
graduating seniors ana ine resi ox
us some thoughts on what they
have called, "the Wooster experi-
ence," and "the shock of the real
a.M " 'Itntli olalm that th Intel
lectual and personal skills they
learned at the College have made
dealing with the shock a good deal
easier.
l MryuiWeujr,,reu4najor.
wrote JierSr:iA':Teminist
Theology rof Human Sexuallty.'She
ha a arVl with a n attorn market
ing organization in Cincinnati and
is currently a graduate student .
Blake Moore, a history major, did
IS work on The Brezhnev Era.
Blake is an offensive lineman for
the Cincinnati Bengals. Blake and
Cindy are the parents of a daughter
born February 2 this year. How
they juggle, eareers, marriage and
parenthood wUl be an: Important,
part of their discussion. .
The convocation will be held inf..1M T MtaMat T 1aft 41 a VWYak wftSk
change from tne uuuure laienaar.
1?ATYtiniet Scrinlarshi?) As
A Call To Excellence '
The American Institutions ox
higher learning which - made the
decision to admit women students
discovered that their.: fears -- were
founded either in the 19th century
or more recently. Women cannot be
planted like. trees on the campus,
and become part of the scenery.
Their presence and their persepc
tive Jiave. altered and continue to
alter the nature of American edu-
cation, the sbstaaee. end style of
--teaching end learning. Women
have m our decade increasingly
refused, to. become the "prefixed
human" worn en's literature as op-noa- ed
to literature, women's histo
ry as opposed to history) and have
demanded that history, literature
and --all disciplines take -- major ac-
count of their experience and points
o view. The great ideas, the great
books, the great . tradition have
been forever altered. Those altera-
tions lead not to a loss, not to a
diminishing of the "greats." but to
their enormous enrichment .
In her talk , on Wednesday eve-
ning. Elizabeth Munich will de-Contin- ued
on Paget
.,
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Plugging In:
How To
BY PETER HAVHOLM
What do you do if you do not have
the $800.00 or so necessary for a
minimum personal computer sys-
tem, much less the $12-- to $1,-500.- 00
for a system with disk
storage and word-processi- ng capa-
bility?
Mark Twain said of New England
weather that if you did not like it,
all you had to do was wait a bit
The small computer industry is
now moving in such obvious direc-
tions that one can confidently give
the same advice in answer to the
question above: wait a bit.
The Osborne 1 on which I am
writing this column has two disk
drives, 64K, two built-i- n interfaces(the RS-232- C and another of a
different standard style), and came
with $1400.00 worth of software
thrown in. Since I bought it for the
College about a year ago. when it
was far and away the cheapest way
to get that much power, it has
decreased in price by $200 at some
New York stores, and used ones
are starting to show up.
When Osorne came out at
$1795.00, the closest one could come
to a similar amount of power by
way of Apple or Atari. Commodore
or Texas Instruments. IBM or
DEC. cost $5000.00 or better. The
result? Adam Osborne has made an
enormous amount of money. Anoth-
er result? There are now half a
dozen computers on the market
that claim to do more than the
Osborne for the same price or as
much as the Osborne for less.
I am no economist, but even I
can see that as a wonderful exam-
ple of the free enterprise system's
working for the benefit of the
consumer. Partly, it is the result of
a rapidly-developin- g technology.
Remember pocket computers and
digital watches? We can expect a
new round of Osborqe-typ- e ma-
chines (perhaps led by Osborne 3.
long rumored to be in develop-
ment) at a significantly lower
price.
At the same time, a number of
companies are working on the low
SALIENCE
Johansen Not
Although Mr. Closson deserves a
major portion of the blame for the
Johansen disaster, one cannot ex-
cuse Wooster's apathetic student
body from its share. After seeing
Wooster students fail to support
decent acts, like Donnie Iris, Jonah
Koslen, David Johansen, and the
Michael Stanley Band, I wonder if
Jesus Christ and the Second Com-
ing Choir would draw 800 students
to McGaw for a one-night-on- ly
spectacular. My freshman year
people complained about Michael
Stanley. They bitched the next year
when Jonah Koslen and Breathless
appeared at McGaw. Last year I
listened to airheads complain about
Donnie Iris. This year. I had to
explain to people that David Johan-
sen is not a disco act
People here at COW do not seem
to be willing to take a chance on
different music. While there are
some musical acts I would not want
to see (the Go-Go'- s), almost any-
thing else would be worth $5. Some-
times. I wonder if people here have
to ask their friends if they are
going to have a good time. Why
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Get The Most For The Least
end. Given that the TI W4A is a 16-b-it
machine with a built-i- n BSIC
and excellent, sophisticated graph-
ics and sound, the $150.00 Sears Is
asking for it is an incredible deal,
The problem is that TI Is discour-
aging third-part- y programmers
from producing software independ-
ently.
They seem wedded to the Adopta-Cor- p
marketing strategy: "You
buy our computer and we become
your Mommy and Daddy; you will
IfI IPve You, HeNRV, BuT ifU-- NcveR vjork.II Your Vjpeo RecoRoeR i& BeTa, MWe t& VH;
You Have a saTeiWTe DiSH,rM waPPY wna caBiei
aND our coMPufeRS aRe TbTaiPf wcoMPaTjBLe.
CI I J ps LsiSILliiiiiiid
buy everything else from us, too."
Even IBM has been smart enough
not to use that approach with its
PC.
Everyone in the industry knows
that it was Steven Jobs' decision to
encourage the development of pro-
grams like Visicalc and thirty mil-
lion games by independent busi--
A Disco Act
can't people support Wooster activ-
ities Just because it might be fun to
attend? David Johansen put on a
fine show for the people that
showed up; everyone that attended
had an entertaining evening. The $5
charge for a ticket is almost noth-
ing for most people at this school.
Wooster's major problem in trying
to get concerts is its blind adminis-
tration, but I wonder about the
student body as welL Wooster does
not seem to have the cohesion to
support a decent concert
As long as people at this school
sit around complaining about how
bored they are while events go
on right under their noses Woos-
ter concerts will continue to bomb.
Continued financial losses by the
College will insure an end to con-
certs here. The solution requires a
dual effort The college must be
willing to extend itself financially
to bring acts to the students. Like-
wise, the students must be willing
to extend their loyalty to the col-
lege by purchasing tickets. Without
that sense of cooperation and com-
munity, college concerts here are
doomed.
nesses that made the Apple so
successful. Compared to the Tt 99
4A, even tha,Jlpple HE is an
overpriced stone-ag- e piece of hard-
ware, but buying , an Apple is not
tantamount to a down payment on
Apple, Inc. On the contrary, it
allows you to use most of the small
computer software currently on the
market
In the meantime. Commodore,
Atari and a host of others are
working hard to give you more for
less than $500.00. I have not been
following the technical details, so I
do not know how far they have
come, but I have the impression
that there will soon be an under-$50- 0
package that will meet the
basic criteria I specified two col-
umns ago: 16K RAM, RS-232- C in-
terface, TV connector, casette stor--
Rev. Young
Is Theologian
In Residence
Continued from Page S
seen in spirituals which refer to the
North using heavenly language.
The third approach to the dilemma
Young calls accommodation with
protest When the black person
affirms. "I am a child of God!,"
nothing in the outside environment
can shake that hope. Declares
Young, "This is not quietism, this
is hope in a hopeless situation."
The legacy of this hope, states
Dr. Young, culminates in Martin
Luther King. Jr. He turned suffer-
ing into a redemptive possibility for
both black and white. King recog-
nized that both the oppressed and
the oppressor are enslaved, and
that for liberation, something must
happen between the two. Signifi-
cant to King's form of non-viole- nt
resistance, is the fact that it af-
firms the Individuals Its notion of
agape love as the way toward
liberation allows a willingness to
sacrifice for the opponent The self
never has to give consent to that
which would depersonalize it When
this can happen the self is never
oppressed.
age device and 80 columns. So if
you wait and watch, the industry
will come to you with a better price
in six to eight months. -
While you're waiting, the College
offers the opportuity to do more
than drool over computer maga-
zines. With the installation of new
terminals and microcomputers in
dormitories, Kauke, the Computer
Center and Taylor, the number of
keyboards available to students in-
creases significantly next falL (See
the latest letter to the community
from the computer committee.) I
shall be very surprised, given the
plans for access. If there are any
serious problems for folks who
want to compute but don't own
their own next year.
By the year after that my strong
suspicion is that you will be able to
purchase more than the minimum
for about the price of a midline
color TV.
The first adequately capitalized
company with some marketing sav-
vy to come up with serious comput-
ing power for that price will make
a bundle. The short history of
microchips for ordinary people
makes that clear. Atari made it by
putting arcade video games (over
$2000.00 for --one out of a bar or a
gameroom) in the living room for
under $200.00. Apple put computing
power previously limited at $10,000
minicomputers into small offices
and some homes for under $3000.00
and reaped a fortune. And Adam
Osborne came up with a package
that cut the going price by 50.
thereby insuring himself a life-tim- e
supply of the three-piec- e pin stripe
suits he favors. Texas Instruments
was simply not a factor in the
home computer market until they
cut their price from $1200.00 to
$150.00.
Anyone who can read and draw
the simplest inference can under-
stand the lesson written there.
And. of course, the Japanese are
reading, too.
Next week: A closer look at some
personal computer systems.
WCWS is offering a $100 reward
for the return of or any information
leading to the return of our audio
equipment which was stolen from
Lowry Center on Saturday. April
30, 1883. If you or someone you
know has any information, contact
WCWS at 284-901- 0, or Ext 2477, or
by writing to WCWS, Wishart Hall,
The College of Wooster, Wooster.
Ohio. 44691. No questions asked.
FHETXH COriTUiriTl
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Career
Getting Practical Experience
Is practical experience a necessi-
ty for most jobs?
Yes. Many employers will view
you more favorably if you have
acquired some practical experi-
ence. Practical experience indi-
cates that you have a real interest
in the type of work, and that you
have thought about whether or not
you enjoy the vocation. '
Business schools (MBA pro-
grams) are the most outstanding
example of a situation which often
requires practical experience.
Competition is fierce in admission
to MBA programs, hence many
applicants tend to be college gradu-
ates who have acquired experience
for several years after graduation.
Therefore, the student who wants
to apply directly out of college
should acquire experience while in
college in order to compete well
with older applicants.
What sort of Job are considered
"experience" by graduate schools
and employersT
An Internship is one of the most
valuable kinds of experience for
any vocation. Internships provide
experience, as well as the begin-
ning of a network of contacts in
your field.
If you can't find an internship in
your field, often summer jobs can
relate either directly or periferally
to your job aspirations. Volunteer
opportunities are. often easier to
find than paid positions in "career
related" experience situations. Due
in great part to the current eco-
nomic situation.' many employers
win be willing to hire people on a
volunteer basis if you can't find a
paid position. ' '
I need a paying job, I cant afford
to settle for volunteer experience.
What can I do?
Often, due again to the economic
situation, it is difficult to find a full
time paying job. Being left in this
situation need not be to your disad-
vantage. Many volunteer jobs are
part time too, leaving time for your
paying job.
What else should I know about
getting practical experience?
Always remember to get refer- -'
ences at the time of the job. Don't
force the employer to rely on his
possibly poor memory.
.
Keep a portfolio at each job. Save
publications, records of your work,
programs from performances, pre-
liminary sketches, etc.
An informational column written
cooperatively by Voice staff writers
Don Sandford and Edith UcGandy
andCPPS.
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining
COSSPLETE BANQUET
FACILITIES UP TO 64 PEOPLE '
WEDDBIGS UP TO 125 PEOPLE
TUES - SAT 1 1- -2 DINNER 5--8
SUN 11:30--8 CLOSED MONDAYS
pom warattmvATiOM caul -
264-234-1
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From "Sparkling Babes" To Fighting Scotties:-- A
New Perspective In Women's Athletics Evolves
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By SARAH SHflIONS
"Trio of Beauties Helped Bright-
en Lacrosse-Scene.- " "Girls Eligible
.
for Ohio " Conference ' Sports," '
"Lady B-BaU- ers Bombard ML Un-
ion." "Eight Lassies in Tourney."
..."the best looking athletic director
anywhere." "splashing, sparking,
water babes." -
These are just a few of the
headlines and phrases found in past
newspapers that describe the wom-
en involved with athletics at Woos- -
ter.
Twenty years ago. women's varsi--
ty teams simply did not exist.
There were just a few clubs for
field hockey and basketball and the
synchronized Swimmers known as
The Sharks. - -- .
Margaret Jump, a woman sports-writ- er
for Voice. -- wrote in 1964,
"Unlike some schools in the OC(Ohio Conference) Wooster has-neve- r
forced its heroines into the
disgraceful position of having to
join the varsity men's teams to
participate in competitive intercol-
legiate athletics. Wooster has al-
ways kept the girls in their
places"; Eleven years later Wooster
women fought to have the word
"male" removed from the Ohio
Conference eligibility description.
During the 64-6-5 school year, field
hockey and basketball became var-
sity sports. The first article to
appear on hockey announced,
"With the advent of a varsity
Jsockey-tea- m for women this year
Wooster coed anticipate the
chance to boast" as skilled --and -
'feminine sports enthusiasts, -
"The girls--invit- e any interested
spectators to come, adding that the
entire event should not last much
longer than an hour. However,
there probably will be .no bleachers
provided so bring a blanket or a
comfortable pair of shoes."
That same year, women were
finally allowed to take physical
education classes in the afternoon.
Previously, the women were only
permitted to take P.E. classes in
the morning leaving the afternoons
for the men.
On January 14, 1965, a Voice
reporter wrote, "Men accustomed
to having the hallways in the base-
ment all to themselves are in for a
rude shock come second semester.
Betweeen 1-- 3 p.m. during the week
and on weekends, the gymnasium
stairwells and hallways to and
Counter clockwise from upper left
picture. Burr. Elder. Cilimburg
and Smith run through the leaves. ;
Chapman grabs the ball during a
basketball game. ster - uiK Cics,
and tennis coach Maria Sexton
displays Presidential Service
Award. News Services Photo's
----
WSt '
I
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through the lower area will have to
be usedbjr bothJsexes. The physical
education". (aff';uges proper and
sufficient attire."'
Homecoming and Colorday
queens and their courts were the
spotlights of attention in 66 and 67.
There was no mention of either the.
hockey or basketball teams. The
Homecoming Queen stereotype was
broken in the early seventies when
a hockey player became a candi-
date. The cutline read, "Proving
that sports and beauty can provide
nq attractive .mix, : is the same
-- Annie-Baird who is a candidate fpr
COWLS' 55th Homecoming Queen.'
This light attitude took a sharp ,
turn about in 1973 whenn invest!- -'
gation of the athletic budget was
t undertaken by the Faculty Athletic
Committee.
" Department Chairman Robert
Bruce stated in a January 1973
edition of The Voice, "Our depart-
ment has had very little increase in
the last six years while costs have
continued to rise. The fat which
was in our budget has been fried
out" .
For examples he cited that the
football team only had three assist-- ,
ant coaches (the lowest in the Ohio
Conference) and explained that
coaches of the various teams had
often rushed the teams home after
games in time for the cafeteria
meals to avoid the expense of
buying them on the road.
Dr. Maria Sexton in the same
Mssue stated, that. she did not feel
that lack: of funds was a. sufficient
enough reason to prevent women's
lacrosse and swimming from gain-
ing varsity status.
She pointed out, "The total wom-
en's budget of 32,500 is less than the
men spend on awards. With $5,000
we could run it all. What we are
asking for is a more equitable
distribution of available money.
The money is- - there but it all goes
one way."
'.i Jon ' !;.;
, SextonTtogether with several ath-
letes, submitted a fact sheet that
listed their grievances. Included on
this list was:
Women's volleyball team had
to pay for all its meals
.
while
it stayed here over winter break
for two weeks while the men's bas--
Keioau (varsnyana junior varsity
ate at Mom's for N free for four
' 'weeks.
During women's state volley- -'
ball tournament, games . were
stopped because the men's basket-
ball team wanted to practice.
Men's football, soccer and
lacrosse teams have'both practice
and playing fields while women's
field hockey practices and plays on
one field that is also used for the'
physical education classes.
Field hockey, volleyball, bas-
ketball and lacrosse share 12
warm-u- p jackets bought in 1965. -
Hockey and lacrosse varsity
and j.v. teams shared 12
kilts and have to provide then own
blouses.
Women's basketball did not
have enough money to put "Woos-- v
ter" or "Scotties" ' on their new
uniforms, while the men's teams"
had game uniforms, warm ups,
practice uniforms and uniforms for
the coaches. : "
The Wooster pamphlet put out
by News Services covers all men's
teams. No women's sports were
listed and the women coaches were
not mentioned as part of the athlet-- --
ic department In the pamphlet.
"
, Over th last years J the wom-
en's athletic program has improved
tremendously. With 10, varsity
teams, the Athletic Department has
settled most of the grievances from .
1973. Meals are budgeted into the
team allowance and there are now
schedules of which teams use the --
facilities.
There are now 40 kilts, two sets
of 40 shirts and warmups for the
Continued on Page 6
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Pam Willis from the women's track
Willis Ends
By SARAH SIMMONS
The starting gun pops and she's
off! As a track runner. Senior Pam
Willis has responded to this sound
for eight years. While running the
100, 220, 400 relay, mile relay and
quarter mile, Willis has seen a lot
of transition in the women's track
team.
She explained, "The first year I
ran, it (the team) was a club. It
didn't become a varsity status until
after they found out that the 400
relay was three seconds away from
qualifying for Division I Nationals.
Then the next year we became a
varsity sport. At that time they'd
never had anybody (who had done
that well) before. The response was
great and a lot of people came out
to support us. "
Since then. Willis and the Kemp
twins, Charlene and Darlene, have
made it to nationals every year. In
addition to the 400 meter relay
team record of 48.1 seconds, Willis
Blrthdays-Parflwc-Graduatl- on
For all occasions or no occasion
Call Balloons Unlimited at
264-55- 2
Singing dmilrmry i
team crosses the finish line.
Eighth Year
also holds the 400 meter dash
record at 59.7 seconds.
Willis found running at Wooster
different from her high school ex-
perience. "In high school, I found
that it was all up to me. I knew I
could run the 100 and I wasn't
dependent on anyone else and I like
that! In a relay it's different be-
cause you can't start until you get
that baton."
Frustration proves to be some-
thing most track runners run into
and Willis is no exception. She
points out, "You never know if
you're going to reach your peak.
You never know what kind of shape
you're in."
"It's not so much the coach, it's
more of something inside of you.
Some days you have bad days and
you have an attitude that reflects in
the track. If you have that attitude,
you won't do well."
She continued, ."There are also
mental blocks like 'I can't run a 220
Hollum Filled
Balloon Couquets
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Nan Nichols Coach Of The Year
By ANGELA HUBLER
"We've come a long way, baby.,
bat we're going to go a lot farther."
This determination is characteris-
tic of Nan Nichols, recently named
Women's Coach of the Year in
--Division III Ohio schools.. The
award is voted on by other coaches
in the state. It is the first time in
the awards' five year history that a
Wooster coach has been named.
Nichols is the women's athletic
director and has been basketball
coach for the past -- 17 years. She
was swimming coach from 1973-7- 9.
Nichols came in 1962. "There were
. no varsity women's sports --as we
2 'know them today. They did havefield hockey, a student run club."
Under Nichols' guidance, varsity
women's sports have grown from
field hockey and basketball, in 1965.
to 10 varsity sports today. These
include field hockey, volleyball,
crosscountry, swimming, basket-
ball, indoor rack, tennis, lacrosse,
track and field, and saftbalL
Nichols adds, "In the next couple
of years, soccer will gain varsity
status. All of these sports have
gone through an evolution of club
status to varsity status."
Nichols also mentioned women's
rugby, also of club status, "They
are a very devoted group of wom- -
en.
"One trend that I see is women
specializing in one sport." Nichols --
gave basketball as an example.
Fifteen years ago wehad a lot of
women that played three different
sports.' Now there 4s a much higher
degree of specialisation.
In Track
or get out the blocks right'. That
kind of negative attitude can kill
you." -
Willis stresses that competing
"should really be a team effort
The sprints can't hold everything
together. The long distance runners
can't hold the team together. There
has to be one common effort and
good or the team will go down."
When asked how she felt about
participating on a women's team,
Willis responded, "I think there's a
common attitude -- all over that
women's sports are just not recog-- .
nized. I guess I see it more here
because so few people give money
for sports. The men have a sauna
and a jukebox but I sure don't see
any of that money."
However, Willis maintains an op-
timistic outlook. "Women's sports
are doing better. I think it's a dog-
gone shame that Wooster doesn't
have an indoor track but at least
we got the outdoor track repaved."
In addition to track, Willis is an
executive board member of Black
Students Association (BSA), a
Black Forum chairperson, and sits
on the Black Studies curriculum
board.
THC
GHOP .
In The College Hills Shopping Center
Phone 262-88- 46
She was a founder of the one year
old Centennial Athletic Conference,
made up of eight schools. Wooster
is conference champion this year in
field hockey and basketball, second
In volleyball and third in swim-
ming. Seven championship compe-
titions were held this year. -
..The year after next, men and
women will be entering a new
conference. Five OAC schools. Ken--.
yon. Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Deni-so-n.
and Wooster -- will belong as
well as Allegheny and Case West-
ern. It will allow women's teams to
play the same schools men's teams
play "It will be a fun thing for
students," said Nichols. She also
feels more publicity and visibility
will result from membership in the
new conference.
Wooster was ranked as the top in
the country in Division in women's
sports by an information packet for
high school students. "It's an excel- -
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Coach Nan Nichols suggests a new
team members during a time out
Winter Track
BY SUE ROBERTS
Wooster was without a winter but
not without a winter track team.
The small squad of only six runners
concluded the season with a re-
spectable fourth place finish in the
State Meet held at Ohio Wesleyan
University. Charlene . Kemp high
lent program," said Nichols,
When asked if women's sports
receives the attention it deserves
at Wooster, Nichols replied. "No."
then qualfied. "That's a tough
thing. We've had lot better at-
tendance at our basketball games.
We've had exciting response from
faculty and; students, but I don't
want to Jam It down their throats."
"Pictures, publicity and articles
In ' the Voice are very . lacking.
There are big differences In their
coverage of men and women's
sports. That's one area I would like
to see improve. We haven't gotten
our fair coverage." -
Nichols taught high school for
one year in Indiana. After two
years at Wooster .she left for Bowl-
ing Green University to earn her
masters degree. She has also done
post-gradua- te study at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Greens-boroug- h.
-
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strategy to Kris Leslie and other
Respectable
lighted the meet with first places in
the 60 yard dash. the 60 yard
hurdles, and the long jump. She
also earned the-covet- ed State MVP
(Most Valuable Player)- - Award for
her outstanding . performances of
theday. 1 .. : v- - . .
Marshall
BY HEATHER BLACKXE
Clad in a blue matching the color
of her eyes; hair glimmering with
the characteristic golden aheen of a
swimmer, Kathy Marshall (Harsh)
spoke modestly of her life, achieve-
ments and dedication to sport
whichever one it may be.
She has played field hockey and
lacrosse since sixth grade, and Just
last year, she added swimming to
the list. Not, she firmly insists, to
be a three-seaso- n' athlete since
.the title never really crosses her
mind bat rather because of her
tore of sports. In
. Marshall's life
sports are "a major ingredient, "al-
most" on the same par with aca-
demics.
The spirit and companionship of
the team and the intercollegiate
competition are the aspects that
Marshall finds most 'important in
her involvement in sports, She ex-
tends credit for her - personal
achievements to the unity and dedi-
cation of a team that works togeth-
er for common goal; this she
says is one of her strongest incen-
tives to perform.
The swim team she likens to a
family; they train and compete
together five months of the year,
twice a day, six to seven days per
week. The schedule of a swimmer
la rigorous and taxing, and Mar-
shall feels the bond between team-
mates and the thrill of competition
are primary motivations.
During the swim season, Mar-
shall stresses, she is always tired,
but since her exhaustion is most
often shared by fellow team mem-
bers, the burden feels lighter. The
training time requirement height-
ens her drive both in sport and
academics.
. The budgeting of time becomes a
-- major factor. Marshall looks -- to
sports as a release from the strain
academics occasionally impose; by
becoming an atLiete, she feels she
- works better, and from its de-
mands, has learned to organize her
time mere effectively.
As an example of her perform-
ance in both areas, Kathy complet-
ed her Independent Study in Social
Welfare and received a commenda-
ble grade of "good" while she'
maintained an excellent record in
swimming winning some races
and placing in others.
Marshall comes from an active,
though not competitive family. As
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doing her best; victories are al-
ways sweet, but winning is not as
important as doing well." and the
attitude must be a winning one.
Her involvement in sports has also
helped, her to work better with
others, to make friends and to stay
.
healthy. In effect, "nothing nega-
tive has come from it (sports).';-- .
As an athlete and a student
Marshall sees her major struggle
as --being with the administration
and faculty. On 'occasion, classes
must be missed for a sports match,
however, she feels this is not well
accepted nor understood by some
professors. There is no question as
to the importance of academics,
but sports, . .too. have their de--
mands.-- - - -- '; --
.
-
With respect - to intercollegiate
athletics at Wooster. Marshall feels
. the women's program is good, but
it could be better. There should be
more acceptance for women play-
ing sports, by both faculty and
students. Fear that studying will
suffer, she firmly holds, is what
inhibits women (students) from
participating.
She feels "overshadowed by the
men," applying to the men's sports
program. "The men's teams are
much more in the public eye," even
though the women's record have
been consistently better. More cov-
erage, greater understanding and
acceptance, and perhaps even
wider partiiciption are items Mar-
shall feels would bring an improved
intercollegiate sports program for
women.
Women 's Athletics Sprint Ahead: Endel
Body Building A Growing Sport
By MARIA MARGEVICIUS
When one thinks of outstanding
female athletes at the College of
Wooster. a very unique woman
should stand out in in everyone's
mind. Margaret Quinn, a senior
Geology major from Bethany, Con- - --
necticut la a body builder.
Body building is not a common
sport,' among women. Although
Quinn has participated in other
sports at Wooster (Softball spring
of '81. field hockey fall of 'SO '81.
lacrosse spring of '82). she now has
focused on body building as a
primary concern in her life.
Quinn began body building fall
quarter of her junior year while off
campus. Two friends of hers got
her interested in body building, as
they were body Guilders
selves. They held - titles of Mr.
America and Mr. Universe. Theses
two men showed Quinn how to use .
the machines in the weight room to
her best advantage, and.she took it
from there. -
After a year and a half of body
A Tri-Seas- on Athlete
she grew up, they spent a great
deal of time together hiking and
horseback riding. Her competitive
streak emerged in sixth grade
when she first learned how to play
field hockey and lacrosse at school;
an encouraging coach urged to
continue. Not only did she continue
she has started on an three
varsity teams.;- -
Practice, two hours or more day
after day, might seem to get a bit
tiresome, but such is not the case
with Marshall. Most days, she looks
forward to practice as an opportun-
ity to get away from the books for
awhile, to meet with friends, and to
practice and improve. '
Even with the seemingly endless
training, Marshall feels she has
relinquished- - nothing' by being an
athlete and competing nearly year
round. Her social ttfe hasn't suf--
S
r
Kathy Marshall
fered for many- - of her friends 'are
her teammates, and their social
activities they build together 1n and
around their sport Marshall's in-
terest in theater is perhaps the only
thing she has sacrificed, she reluc-
tantly admits; but the sacrifice was
made willingly for sport
The gains Marshall has had from
all three of her sports, she feels are
immeasurable, the greatest being
the confidence she has gathered in
herself. "There is nothing that
can't be done," she contends, "if
one really tries." Through her de-
termination and commitment she
also holds high the importance, of.
building, Quinn sees body building
to be very beneficial for her. "I feel
better about myself, more disci-
plined, and I'm more conscientious
about my appearance and how I
feel." Another benefit Quinn sees in
body building is that she has met a
lot of new people. -
Quinn's daily routine for body
building includes lifting and run-
ning. She splits lifting into three
days to work on three different
parts, then repeats the routine. She
will begin running when the weath-
er gets warmer, usually 4-- 5 miles a
few times a week.. Quinn is also
taking a jazz class, which she feels,
is helping her for her future. She
watches what she eats, but current-
ly is not on a strict dietQuinn doer not do her workouts
.here on campus. She feels the
facilities here are good, but not
complete enough for what she is
striving for. She is a member of a
private gym, where the equipment
better suits her needs.
Quinn will graduate in June as a
BY ANGELA Aw ADAMS --
President of , the college's . Wom-
en's Athletic - Association (WAA)
and varsity athlete. Barb Endel
believes Wooster. has started to
take women's sports more serious-
ly.
"People are beginning to realize
how successful the women are,"
Endel stated, referring to (a)
growing support among the student
body," especially as spectators at
games. Correspondingly, Barb
points, to higher standards, im-
proved performances and an in-
creased aggressiveness evident in
the attitudes of the players them-
selves.
Reversing what was traditionally
Geology major. As far as her
career is concerned, Quinn was
offered a Job with Fairchild Pub-
lishers in New York, where she
worked last quarter through the
GLCA program. Margaret would
really like to concentrate on body,
building though, and compete on a
regular basis.
Competition includes two parts.
Part one consists of six mandatory
poses for the Judges, while part two
is a IV minute routine. Margaret
feels that women's body building
has surpassed the men's. The wom-
en do more than ' pose for lVa .
minutes they incorporate jazz
steps into the whole routine. Al-
though Margaret has not competed
yet in body building, she plans to In
. June. - . "'
' Earn $300 or more each school
year. Flexible hours. Monthly pay-
ment for placing posters on cam-
pus. Bonus based on results. Prizes
awarded as wait f39-52a-CS- SX .
V
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Barb Endel, who In addition to being president of WAA, pitches for
the women's Softball team.
an imbalance in the facilities, fund-
ing and attention paid to women's
sports, WAA's president now sees a
greater acceptance, better cover-
age and, consequently, more initia-
tive for Woo's women athletes.
"We merit the recognition we
get" emphasizes Barb, as she cap-suUz- ed
the highlights in women's
sports over the past two years. The
1981-8- 2 season saw the field hockey
team nationally, ranked as third, in
the AIAW, and 12 Wooster women
honored as Ail-America- ns, nine in
swimming and three in track.
So far this season, women's bas-
ketball finished as co-cham- ps in the
OAC along with Denison and Ohio
Northern, thus qualifying for play
in the national tournament Addi-
tionally, coach Nan Nichols was
chosen as Ohio's Coach of the Year
for her work with Wooster's wom-
en's basketball.
When asked to comment on the
function of WAA in the college
community, Endel described the
organization as more concerned
with the promotion and improve-
ment of women's sports as opposed
to serving as a . women's support
group as does the Women's-R-e
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source Center. WAA's most recent
success, Endel noted, has been the
formation of an Intramural Softball
league for women.,
v la addition to coordinating wom-
en's Intramural .sports, WAA peri-
odically sponsors talks and speak-
ers on issues specifically pertaining
to women in sports as well as an
annual spring banquet in honor of
women varsity athletes. An espe-
cially: significant achievement on
the part of WAA has been the
inclusion of plaques, trophies and
photographs of outstanding wom-
en's teams and individuals in the
PECs formerly "all male" trophy
cases, begun this past WinterQuarter.
WAA's president predicts a
bright future and growing oppor-
tunities for women surrounding the
program (WAA) and for women .
athletes themselves." With a con-
tinuing effort to provide "recrea-
tional and financial support" for
women's sports at Wooster, WAA
encourages matched participation,
and support on the part of the
student body, from both its men .
and women. - -
1 A.
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A Look Back In Time B-B- aii Tames
Continued from Page 5
hockey and lacrosse teams to
share. Every other team has their
own uniform and there are practice
sweats, tee shim -a- nd-shorts for
every athlete.
Robert Nye of the Physical Edu-
cation department stated, "Our
women's budget total is perhaps
the best in the state of Ohio and
probaUy in the country. We have
more varsity sports than most Divi-
sion in schools and probably more
than most Division I schools. Most
colleges have five to seven team'
and we have 10."
Kathy Maksymics, who coaches
volleyball and Softball, agrees. "I
never have had any problem taking
care of our team. We try to keep
costs down and we have never
suffered for it. I've run into Divi-
sion I teams who haven't had
enough money to feed the players
while they're on the road. I think
we also have as good as, if not
better facilities than most of the
other places we've been to."
With better facilities and larger
budgets, several women athletes
- gtill complain abop the inequality
of treatment. Although "they have
their own pamphlet describing the
program,- - the women st3 feel they,
do not get the same "coverage, and '
recognition from the press. '
Senior editor Barry Eisenberg
explains, "We have had trouble
trying to find people who are will-- :
tag to write, women's sports. Voice
reporters are volunteers and we
can not force them to write what
they don't want to write. We've
even gone so far to ask the athletes.,
themselves if they would, write for
us and have received little copy .14. .
This special section is an attempt
to help people become aware, of
how women's athletic has become
an integal part of the athletic
program with hopes to attain equal-
ity in the near future.
Swimmers Excel, Third At States
BY MARRD2 NEUMER
The women's swim team had a
very producing season this year.
Under second year coach Judi
Flohr and after swimming over 350
miles total, the Scotties captured
second place at the Oberlin Relay
Invitational Meet, third at the Ken-yo- n
Invitational Meet, and third at
OAISW State Championship meet
With a 4-- 3 league record and 4-- 5
overall record, including Allegheny
and Kent State, a total of seven
women qualified for the NCAA
Division III National Swimming
and Diving Meet which was held in
Canton, Ohio.
Sherri Sterling, a junior from
Canton, and co-capta- in for the Scot-tie- s
qualified in the 200, 500, and
1650 yard freestyle, the 200 and 400
individual medley, the 200 butter-
fly, and the 400 and 800 yard
freestyle relays. Co-capta- in Ella
Romig (Senior) qualified in the 50
yard freestyle, the 200, 400 freestyle
relays, and the 400 medley relay.
Amy Russ (sophomore) had a
promising season and qualified in
the 50. 100. 200 breaststroke, the
200, 400 freestyle relay, and the 400
medley relay. Lisa Bove. another
senior Scottie, was the leader in the
backstroke event this year and
qualified in the 400 medley relay.
She also placed seventh in the 50
and 100 yard backstroke at the
OAISW State Meet
Susan Allan and Jennifer Rodg-er- s.
sophomore for the Scotties,
both had an incredible season. Al-
lan was a dominant in the distance
free and butterfly. She qualified in
the 200 yard butterfly, the 800 yard
free relay, and the 400 medley
relay. Jennifer Rodgers was a point
scorer in the sprint and middle
distance events. She qualified in all
three freestyle relays; the 200, 400
and 800 yards. Marrie Neumer, ajunior, swam distance free and
individual medley events. Neumer
qualified in the 200 and 800 yard
freestyle relay.
The Scotties would not be com-
plete without the talents of first
year Bizzie Rathgeber and Amy
Stellman. Rathgeber improved her
distance free times incredibly and
Stellman gave the Scotties a 10th
place finish in- - the 50 yard back-
stroke at the State Meet Sopho-
more Karen Christen dropped her
backstroke times consistently and
swam personal bests in all of her
events.
"I WANT CONTACTS FROM"
Big Season
BY BARB ENDEL
The women's basketball team
finished with an impressive season
record of 1S--7: Under the direction
of Nan Nichols the Scotties began
defending their last year's GLCA
Tournament championship title
with victories over Hope College(Michigan), Oberlin. and Albion
College.
Wooster then returned in late
December and participated in the
First Annual Malone College Invi-
tational Tournament The Scotties.
led by senior tri-captai- ns Pam
Chapman, Darlene Kemp and Kris
Leslie, beat Alma College with a
solid offensive and defensive play.
Although Malone won the tourna-
ment titles, two women, Kris Leslie
and Michelle PennsyL were chosen
to play on the Malone All-Tournam- ent
team.
Wooster's regular season bal-
anced sound defensive play (an
accomplishment which earned
Wooster the number one defensive
average in the nation for six
weeks) and consistent offensive
scoring from the outside.
Amy Smith, Pam Chapman and
Darlene Kemp played offense while
Kris Leslie and Maribeth Bentler
combined efforts under the boards
to block out the scoring threatSpecial highlights of the season
included close victories over Ash-
land College (54-5- 3) and top ranked
Ohio Northern University.
The Scotties finished their regu-
lar season play at the First Annual
Centennial Athletic Conference
Championship held at Ohio Wesley-a- n
University. Wooster won by
eight points over Muskingum' Col-
lege in the semi-final- s. During .the
championship game against Deni-so- n
Wooster combined the talents
of the seniors plus some others
from the bench to beat "Big Red"
and finish out the tournament with
a 18--5 overall record. .
Darlene Kemp broke her record
with 15 assists in one game while
Maribeth Bentler broke her own
seasonal records with a total of 217
rebounds.
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Worn en 's Soccer
Not Yet Varsity
BY MARGE HOLDER
The Women's Soccer Club kicked
their way through a winning sea-
son. Despite the fact that they were
only a club the team started out
with 40 interested players and four
hard working coaches. After two
.weeks of long tedious practices
consisting of full field suicides,
Indian runs, various drills, and
scrimmages, the team defeated
Kenyon 8--0, thus, allowing a major-
ity of the players to see some
action.
As psyched as they were for their
second game, they faced a depress-
ing loss (0-- 1) against Oberlin; it
was a game that Wooster dominat-
ed throughout, but was unable to
score. In the following week, the
Scotties were able to pull them-
selves together to defeat both Ober-
lin and Wesleyan, ending their sea
son with a 5--2 record.
Thanks to the support of their
fellow students who bought bal-
loons, the team managed to raise
enough money to take a traveling
team of 18 players to a tournament
at Ohio State. During this tourna-
ment, they lost two close games to
Michigan State and Michigan Uni-
versity, but managed to beat Mi-
ami University of Ohio. Thus, de-
spite the fact that their opponents
were Division I schools, they man-
aged to keep their season a winning
one.
Once again the. long, hard but
invigorating practices came to a
close. This yeaf, however, it ended
optimistically. With approximately
40 players and about 200 prospec-
tive students interested in playing
next year, ..the team has hopes of
gaining varsity status.
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"Stalk and Slash" Movies
A Dying,,; Destructive Trend
(CPS) It's no coincidence that
college' campuses - are entangled
each year particularly over the
summer and fall months in reels
of celluloid .slime people, killer
tomatoes.' crab monsters, sentient
mushrooms and giant leeches.
This season, colleges across the
country are again throwing borrow
movie festivals, fright night extra-- ,
vaganzas, and other celebrations of
blood and gore to draw students to
campus box offices.
They're successful - because
they're sexual, one professor
claims.
Students go to the horror movies
'mostly because they offer a wealth
of subliminal sexual lessons, at
least according to University of
Florida English Prof. Jim Twitch-e- n.
-
.
"Part of the reason people go to
see this stuff is because they enjoy
the thrill of being frightened."
Twitchen concedes.
"But part of it is because they
are learning huge amounts of infor-
mation about how they are sup-
posed to behave with - this new
power they are suddenly aware of
mainly that they are capable of
sexuality and reproduction."
TwitcheU. who teaches a horror
film course and has written two
books on the subject, became fasci-
nated ' with this "creey undercul--
ture" while studying . the role of
vampires in literature.
TwitcheU says he now knows why
horror tales such as Frankenstein,
Dracula, and the story of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde seem to have an
ongoing fascination for young movie-g-
oer. --
"f
"If you take a look at the storiesthat get told over and over again,"
he theorizes, "you realize that peo-
ple are learning some information
from the buried part of the story."
Moreover, he says, "the sexual
information in many of these myths
has to do with family relation-
ships."
In Dracula, for example, a dash-
ing older man who .TwitcheU
contends is a father image
enthrall! and mutilates a lusting
young woman.
"What's really going on is a(subliminal) violation of the incest
taboo," he says. "That's why it's a
horror story."
In "Frankenstein," the audience
is led to believe that Dr. Franken-
stein's bride-to-b- e, Elizabeth, may
well be his sister.
"It Is more than passingly cu-
rious and important that the Fran-
kenstein monster should attack R.lz
abeth, a girl whose relationship
with the protagonist is that of a
sister." TwitcheU notes. "To allow
rnoAKsS
P.O. BOX 32
this even to occur would be inces-
tuous."
TwitcheU contends that, although
horror tales' authors never intend-
ed to convey such sexual messages
and warnings, they are nonetheless
important forces for transmitting
social mores and unspoken taboos.
"The audience doesn't realize
that's what the movie or play is
saying, but when you look at these
stories you realize that s what the
myth carries in it: all these coded
bits of prohibition that the culture
definitely needs to transfer to keep
balance."
"That's interesting," muses
Elena Shapiro, a representative of
Films, Inc., a major distributor of
films for college campuses. "Come
to think of it, horror films do aU
have a sexual angle."
The popular "Halloween," she
notes, is laced with teenage. sex
scenes, and frequently the Hallow-
een killer attacks during, or just
after, foreplay.
"There is definitely a connec-
tion" between the subliminal sex-
ual messages and the popularity of
horror films.
Whatever the reason, though,
"next to comedy and sex films,
horror movies are our biggest
drawers," she notes.
The coming months, through
summer and past Halloween, are
the most popular time for horror
flicks on campus.
Schools across the country are
begging for the "Friday the Thir-
teenth" trilogy the original films
plus two sequels she says, while
movies like "Halloween." the
"Omen" series, and the classic
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" are
also heavily requested by campus
program boards.
The University of Michigan-Dearbor- n,
St Louis Community College.
East Texas State, and Trinity Col
lege, to name a few, have already,
placed their orders for horror film
series.
Hollywood, though, isn't planning
to release many new horror flicks
the rest of this year, according to '
major film producers.
Producers apparently oeueve tne
public has had its fill of horror and
so-cal- led "stalk and slash" films
for now, she adds.
TwitcheU agrees that the era of
the "slash 'em up" movies
which he beUeves were a negative
backlash to the women's movement
is passing.
Despite the demand for such
films on the campus circuit, he
adds, "they are very simple-minde-d
and stupid" movies.
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Grant Speaks
On Consciousness
of Healing Christ
In lecture here entitled "The
Consciousness - of the Healing
Christ."' Christian Scientist John A.
Grant links Christian-healin- g to
what he describes as the vital ,
relationship between God and JBSOoT
Such biblical foundations as the
verse in I John "Beloved now
are we the sons of God" hint at
the link, says the lecturer.
But the most vivid proof of wnat
an understandinc of the relation
ship between man and God can
mean, says Mr. Grant, is to be
found inr the life, and works of
Jesus. As the lecturer sees it,
Jesus' consciousness of an insepa-- :
rable relationship witn uoa -e- nabled
him to heal the sick and raise
the dead."
- This consciousness of God is what
Christians often regard as the pres-
ence at the Christ, the lecturer
points out. Such understanding cer
tainly did not cease to exist z.ww
year? ago, declares the lecturer.
J. ,'
IlJil
and it can still be demonstrated by
mankind, he insists.
"That same God-expressi- ng self--,
hood this Christlikeness is
ours. It's our own true conscious-
ness to which we can progressively
awaken," says Mr. Grant
In the course of his remarks, Mr.
Grant describes several specific
cases drawn from his own long
experience as a pubUc practitioner
of Christian Science in which
healing came about through a pray-
erful understanding of God.
Mr. Grant is also an authorized
teacher of Christian Science.
The lecture begins at 4 p.m. on
May 11 at Faculty Lounge Low-r- y
and is sponsored by Christian
Science Organization of the College
of Wooster. -
For Rosorvationss
769-269- 1
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Janet Harriman (harp) and Linda Bean (flute) play for the parents
reception Saturday, April M hosted by the Student Alumni Associa-
tion. Photograph by Franz Jantxen. ,V
Butterfield Speaks On China Today
c
News Services Release
Fox Butterfield, journalist with
The New York Times, will discuss
"China Alive in the Bitter Sea: Life
in China Today" May (Monday)
at 7:30 pm. in MeGaw Chapel at
The College of Wooster.. The event
is open to the public at no charge.
Butterfield, who is currently the
New England Bureau Chief for the
Times, won the 1982 American book
Award and the Overseas Press
Club Award for bis book, "China
Alive in the Bitter Sea." In addition
to his articles in the daily New
York Times and frequent contribu-
tions to the Sunday Times Maga-
zine, he has contributed to two
books: "The Pentagon Papers,
1971," and "American Missionaries
in China" (1964). In 1979. he was
named runner-u-p for the Pulitzer.
Prize in international reporting.
A graduate of Harvard, Butter-
field was writing his Ph.D. disser-
tation on the Chinese Nationalists
in Taiwan when he began working
as a part time correspondent for
The New York Times. After he was
hired as a regular-corresponde- nt
and returned to New York, he was
a member of the Times team that
New Digest- -
Continued from Page 9
WASHINGTON The production
of the MX missiles will be opposed
by leaders of a Senate Armed
Services Subcommittee unless the
President moves toward new arms-contr- ol
initiatives. In a letter to
Reagan. Senators William Cohen
(R-Main- e) and Sam Nunn (D-Ga-.)
urged him to weigh the arms-contr- ol
suggestions of his MX mis-
sile advisory board.
STOCKHOLM Sweden's east
coast was searched for a subma-
rine violating its waters. However,
the hunt was called off after deeid
ing the intruder had left In Nor--'
way, the seven-da- y search ended
after no sighting was made, de-
spite use of depth-charg- es and
rockets.
WASHINGTON A bill banning
covert actions in Nicaragua passed
the House Intelligence panel.
Opposed by President Reagan, it
. faces an uncertain future in Con-
gress. The bin authorizes aid to
Latin American nations to help halt
- the arms flow to rebels attempting
to topple the government of El
. Salvador.
won a Pulitzer Prize in 1971 for its
publication of the Pentagon Papers.
In the fan of 1971. The Times
"if him to Vietnam, where hecovered the war in Indochina for
two years. Butterfield was sect .
back to Saigon in early 1975, at the
time of the final North Vietnamese
offensive, and witnessed. the col--,
lapse of the Thieu regime. He was
evacauted by helicopter on April
29. 1975, the last day of the war. ,
Butterfield then-- was assigned to
Hong Kong as The Times bureau
chief with responsibility for cover-
ing China. He also traveled widely
in Southeast Asia and the Pacific,
reporting stories in Taiwan, the .
Philippines, Australia, Guam.' Ill-crones- ia.
South Korea. Thailand,
India and Bangladesh.
In 1979. after the normalization of
relations between the U.S. and
China had made possible the open-
ing of American news bureaus in
Peking, he was transferred to the
Chinese capital to open the first,
Times office there since 1949. But- -,
terfield worked in China for 29
months, before coming back to the
United States in 1991 to write
"China Alive In the Bitter Sea."
Here
At
Wooster
Continued from Page S
scribe "Feminist Scholarship as a
CaU 'to Excellence," a can not
simply to faculty and students in
areas labeled Womens Studies, but
to the educational enterprise in
every field and every discipline.
Mlnich, who holds a Ph.D.-t- a
Philosophy, is a Professor of Gra-
duate Education at the Union of
Experimenting Colleges and Uni-
versities. She is a frequent consul-
tant on Women's Studies programs
around the country, and writes and '
lectures widely on women's studies
and feminist theory. Her talk wCl
oe at :15 p.m in Lean Lecture
Room.
On Thursday. May 12. at 7: JO
p.m. in Lean Lecture Room Wil-
liam Scott, Professor of Classics
and Drama at Dartmouth College, --
will speak on "Story Telling in
Homer's Odvssev. Professor Scott,
is the author of many arucies on
The Odyssey and oa Greek tragedy,
and of a major work, The Oral
Nstare of the Homeric Simile.
PtfelO
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Sports
Women's Lacrosse
Suffers Defeats
By JUDY SKWEERTZ
Saturday, April 23 was a hard
day for the Woman's Lacrosse
team. Besides losing the two games
for that day, the team also lost one
of its key players for the rest of the
season, Trish Burdick.
The Scotties lost to Ohio Wesley-a- n
(OWU) by a frustrating score of
14-1- 2.. The game was particularly
hard since Burdick went down in
the first five minutes of the game.
During the second half the Scotties
were leading by two goals, yet
OWU came back to win.
Even with losing the first game
the team rallied together to give
strong Ohio University a good fight.
The loss of another key player,
Betty Title, for a major part of the
game did not help matters any, but
Cindy Runnette picked up the slack
by scoring five of the eight goals.
Paige Lull, who is showing up more
on the score sheet, helped with two
more and Ros Waskow, the new
attack wing, added another.
Wednesday, April 27 was another
hard day for the Scotties when they
fell to Oberlin by a score of 8--9.
Both defense and offense did an
excellent job but stalling tactics by
the Oberlin team made it difficult
to score in the last five minutes to
tie up the game.
Last Friday the Wooster Wom-
an's Lacrosse team rallied together
against Wittenberg and tried to
break a four game losing streak.
The Scotties started off with a
strong first half which ended with
the Scotties coming off the field
with a six point lead.
But the team ran into some
trouble in the second half. Betty
Title, who scored 6 of the 10 goals
Scotties Pounce
Wet Walsh
In 13-- 8 Game
'BY MARIA MARGEVTCIUS "
The College of Wooster's wom-
en's Softball team wrapped up their
season this past weekend. Playing
in the Coaches Association Tourney
in Otterbein, the Scotties refused to
be shut out quickly.
In game one, the Scotties
pounced on Walsh 13-- 8. Junior-pitche- r
Barb Endel led the Scotties
with two homers and a double,
while Debbie Bianco had three hits.
Continued on Page 11
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in the first half had none in the
cage in the second and no one
picked up the slack to help Wooster
continue their push for a win.
Wittenberg, on the other hand,
came out strong and scored nine to
tie up the score just before time
ran out. No overtime was decided
so the final score was 14-1- 4, much
to the dismay of the team.
Monday the Junior Varsity tream
traveled to Kenyon to participate in
the final tournament of all JV
squads in this area. The team
began with a good fight against
Oberlin, however, Oberlin came
back to defeat the Scotties by a
narrow margin. The second game
was against the strong Denison
team. Wooster lost this game, but.
rallied back strong to defeat Wit-
tenberg in the third game. With
this win the JV Scotties season
ended.
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Rugby players vie for the ball at the
J
game Parents' Weekend against Hiram. Photograph by John Szekeres.
Baseball Wins Twice
BY JOHN STAPLETON a
The fighting Scot baseball team
.chalked np two decisive victories
ovet ? the past rain-piagBedw-ek
and a half. Strong pitching and
clean infield play were the keys as
the Scots upped their season record
to 15-1- 3. '
An impressive effort on the
mound from Junior Drew Reynolds
sparked the Scots to a 9--2 OAC
triumph over the Oberlin Yeomen.
Reynolds ran his record to 6--0 as he
fanned 16 batters during his seven
inning performance. The offensegave Reynolds an early 1-- 0 lead
when freshman Bobby Tribbey
stroked a first Inning triple fol-
lowed by Steve Fodor's RBI single.
The Scots took advantage of five
Oberlin errors in the third to put
the game out of reach at 64).
The late inning fireworks were
supplied by Steve Fodor with solo
home run in the seventh and Mike
Berg, who doubled nome two Diure
:
in the eighth.
The Scots handed" Muskingum a
6--2 defeat behind the combined
arms of Terry Wolfe, Sean Derrick
and Rob Hatfield. Wolfe hurled six
innings of two-h-it baseball with
Derrick and Hatfield supplying
strong late inning relief. The Mms-ki- es
scored twice in the ninth on
unearned runs.
The big bat for Wooster was
senior John Wachtel with three hits
in five plate appearances. Senior
Steve Misutka and freshmen Bobby
Tribbey and Steve Fodor added two
hits apiece.
An important OAC double header
with Northern Division co-lead-er
Ohio Northern was rained out last
Saturday as. was a -- single game
with neighboring Ashland College
on Friday.
. This weekend, the Scots do battle
with the Ohio Wesleyan Bishops in
a 3 Friday game.
Confi s Tavornlit Pittsburgh Ave.
22-695- 2
Pizza & Pizza to go
On the corner off Palmer and Pittsburgh
Just follow Palmor south from the collogo '
golf courso to third traffic light
Thursday Night Is Special Draught Night
Buy by the glass or pltchor
Buy one submarine sandwich at regular prlc10il rend purchase second at half prlca
Sunday Nights With student I.D.
get SI.00 off any size pizza
Monday-Sunda- y: 5:00 pm to 2:30 am
carry-ou- t boor until 2:30 am
- i
Men's
Track
Shines
BY ERIC LAPP
Though the weather wasjust as Inclement as ever last
Saturday, Wooster spectators were
able to welcome a bit of sunshine
into their hearts while watching the
niiuu4M ma toj.V 4mih mn f
best meet of the season; there is
solar hope after alL
On Saturday, Wooster competed
against - Kenyon, Oberlin. Ohio
Northern, Heidelberg, Grove City,
and Westminster in a home meet
Though raining' 'conditions were
wet and lousy enough to turn back
any eager trackster from compet-
ing, tt did not put a damper on the
determined'' Wooster teamn. Woo-
ster fearlessly achieved s second
piace overau standing m ine meei
with 94 points while Grove City
placed first with 109 points.
Despite Grove City's victory.
Coach Jim Bean was very pleased
v4t 1,1a n.inoM nAVnraiBnA miA
considered 'the meet "by far our
best of the year."
Bill. Jackson had a successful
day, placing first in both the 1500
meter run'.' (4:08.88) and the 800
meter run (1:59.47).
Courageous Chris Thomas won
derfully placed first in the high
Jump and second in the 110 high
hurdles (15.7).
Like Mercury himself, Earle
Wise speedily dashed others for
first place in -- the 400 intermediate
(55.94) and placed third in the 100
high hurdles (15.97). Andy Baird
lowered his time to 50.85 in the 400
meter dash and placed third.
The highlight of the meet, howev-
er, was the 1800 meter relay team's
spectacular first place victory over
Kenyon' s with a time of 3:28.42.
Wet Linksters Face
Tough Opposition
BY BOB ULRICH
The Wooster golf team has faced
many tough opponents this year,
but the poor weather over the past
three weeks has made play that
much more difficult The last three
tournaments that the Scots have
competed in were shortened due to
the rain and cold. This is especially
important, because every round
can make a difference as the links-
ters are. vying for a bid to the
NCAA tournament, which is being
hosted by the College of Wooster
May 17-2-0.
Over the weekend the Scots com-pet- ed
in the Ohio Wesleyan Invita-
tional, which was shortened to 18
holes instead of 38 due to the rain.
The linksters finished fifth out of
seven teams with a team total of
597. Finishing ahead of the Scots in
first was the host team Ohio Wes-
leyan, followed by Capital, Witten-
berg and Denison. . The Fighting
Scots were led by sophomore Tom
Reading 77, followed by senior Tal
Selby 78. junior Bill Lee 79, and
sophomores Scott Nye 81, Brendan
Walsh 82, and Frank Yackley 83.
The Scots travel to Columbus this
weekend to compete in the OAC
Championships at Ohio State's
Scarlet and Gray golf courses. The
team has been getting good play
from their fifth and sixth men,
which combined with the talent of
the top half of the team, makes
Wooster a dark horse to win. the
tournament
Women End Tennis Season
BY DON SANDFORD
The Women's Tennis Team fin-
ished up what Coach Ifaria "Doc"
Sexton called a "disappointing"
season with a fine showing at the
state tournament After losing their
last two matches of the season 9-- 0
and 8--1 to ' Wittenberg and Ohio
Wesleyan respectivley, the team
ended up with a 7th place showing
at the tournament They were only
one .point below OWU in the final
standings and finished ahead of
Ohio Northern University who they
had previously lost to during regu-
lar season competition.
In the first round of the tourna-
ment the number 3 and 4 singles
players Lynn Grosshandler and Ali-
son Parker both won their flight In
other first round action, the doubles
team of Teri ICahoney and Penny
Kramer took their flight
Lorraine Aten and Teri Mahoney
both proved that they had earned
their 4th place seed as each fought
to the quarterfinals. Both were to
lose at the hands of Wittenberg, the
eventual tournament winner.
Commenting on the tournament
as a whole, Coach Sexton said "I
was quite pleased with the way the
team played, we looked much bet-
ter than our record would indicate.
I am quite comfortable with the
State Tournament"
.
; rC''' CIfy News . . ,
Tht unique smoker's shop .
We carry magazines, novelty items. .
tobaccos, cards, etc
Located on th square) fust botow tho traffic signals
'.WIATSOS
family restaurant
gheeMfood and pizza
" (Adjacent: corner from Freedlanders)
Hours: Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-I- J p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-Mldnlg- ht
Sunday Noon-1- 1 p.m.
Extra large plzxa receive $1.53 off
Reg. large pizza receive I1.C3 off
Medium size pizza receive 756 off
Small pizza receive 53t off
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The Internationalist
Continued from Page 2
other hand, believe that a company
should become the world's most
efficient provider of whatever prod-u- ct
and service it offers. Once it
becomes the world leader and con-
tinues to offer good products, prof-
its follow. --
CRITIQUE AND GENERAL COM-
MENTS
Mr. Glister's analysis of the
"economic planning" in Japan was
quite interesting and be seemed to
have caputred some major
strengths of the Japanese system.
He did not however, pay enough
attention to the infrastructure
makes it all possible. If, for exam-
ple, the Japanese government is
able to make some long-ran-ge plan-
ning and direct production, it is
because centralized control is not
only possible but desirable in Ja-
pan. Can you imagine the reaction
of the American people let alone
American corporations if the
government set up a tax-subsidy-legisla- tion
system attempting to
direct production (no matter how
honorable the motives and how
good the targets)? They'd probably
be accused of communist penetra-
tion!!!
In Japan, a tight and strict hier-
archy leads to an obedience to the
state whose strength is unique to
that country. The Japanese are
able to eat second-qualit- y rice in
order to export the first-rat- e one
and be more competitive in inter-
national trade. And, when the gov-
ernment decides to give financial
incentives to one sector of the
industry, the ones not favored do
not go out on strike.
Softball Toiirncy
Continued from Page 10
Advancing in the winners brack-
et the Scottles faced third-seed- ed
Wilmington College. The tough Wil-
mington defense was difficult for
the Scottles to overcome, and they
dropped the decision 8--2. Barb En-d- el
belted her third homer of the
day against Wilmington, and Deb-
bie Bianco tallied up 2 more hits.
The Scottles came back in game
three of the tourney. Facing Tiffin
University Marty Karoly placed 2
hits on the score sheet while Endel
poked her fourth homer of the day
to contribute to the 7-- 8 victory. ,, ,;
In tne United States, however,
there is a different kind of reality.
This country is based on "laisses .
faire," free market force, and
competition. Especially at present
there is a strong sentiment against
"big government" and the belief
that individuals should be free to
decide and regulate their business
is deeply founded in the American
mind. Regardless of the good or
bad morality of this principle, it.
remains the present state of af-
fairs. . . .
In view of the above ideology
present in the United States today,
Professor Tsurumi's suggestion for
increased obedience and the aban-
donment of short-ru- n profits, for
long-ru- n gains are rather unrealis-
tic wishes. How can the "spoiled"
American consumer be persuaded
to fast for a while and eat later?
It seems to me, that both the
suggestions of Mr. Galster and
those of Professor Tsurumi require
more than a small reform in. the
bureaucracy and a redirection of
policy. It would probably require a
change in the "American way of
life" to permit the changes they
mentioned as "solutions" to the
problem. So maybe,' rather than
trying to change the symptoms of a
"crisis" which the. American econo-
my (and the society at large)
seems to be facing, we should look
at the very structure of that society
and see how it can be improved to
allow the United States to adjust to
the age of economic interdepend-
ence the world has entered.
Tesde Txararaa
The Internationalist
In the fourth game of the day, the
Scottles dropped a saddening deci-
sion to Mt St Joseph 8--2. Fresh-
man Nora Land, and sophomores
Sue Wagner and Barbara Tubman
each had a pair of hits, but were
unable to do any substantial dam-
age.
.The Scottles completed their sea
son with a 7-- 12 record, and high
hopes for next year. The squad will
not be affected by graduating sen-
iors, since they have three Juniors,
5 freshmen, and five sophomores.. ...
Beverages
Your Late Night Party Store
' Opened Past Midnight
Hours: Mon.-Thur- s. 10:30-12:3- 0
11-- :
Large selection of imported
and domestic beer.
..Champagnes. fSpumantes.
Chips and all your party ,, ;
needs." ' . t .,.
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2
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the Career Planning and Place-
ment Service.
Chandler has been on the dean's
staff for two years, and was RA
for a freshman hall in Holden last .
year. Chandler is assistant director
"
of Holden under Caroline Smith this
year.
Chandler is completing her histo-
ry major and a women's studies
minor. If she chooses to take the
internship, she feels it will augment --
her previous experiences as resi-
dence hall staff member, as well as
adding to her capacity to deal with
people and their various problems.
If Chandler takes the position.'
she will work here most likely for
only. a year. She plans to go to
graduate school in museum studies.
Joanne Tippett
Joanne Tippett asked to be the
administrative intern to direct
Compton next year and work with,
the Women's Resource Center, has
accepted the contract offer pro-
posed by the dean's office.
'Tippett is finishing a biology
major and a Black studies minor at ,
the College. While at Wooster, she
has been actively Involved with
Hesson House, Black Women's As-
sociation, and the Black Students'
Association. She has been on the
Ichabod's programming staff, and
has also been involved with theatre
at Wooster. - v- - ' - .- -
Tippett sees her appointment to
the directorship as "a challenge."
Although she has no residence hall
experience, she .is confident, that .
she will be able to meet the Chal-
lenge. . :?
Her objective as director of the
dorm is "to. (genuinely) know each
of the women living in the dorm."
Tippett Is aware that the fact that
she .is Black will bring a new
awareness to many of, the women.
in Compton next year. She says.
"Many of the people who come to
school here have never experience! . .
daily contact with Black people. .
Eor.' those people, it may be a
learning experience." Whether or
not this was a criterion for her
apointment Tippet does not know. .
- Her plans for the future may
include tome form of social work ,
'but regardless-o-f this, she expects
thai directing the dorm win be ." -- '
valuable, experience. In light of her
Mology-- major, her eventual objecti-
ve-is jto go Into enTironmenal --
studies. She will eventually pursue
a graduate school experience. - -
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College Bowl teams the Educators and Norwayne
battle it oat Wednesday evening as part of the
Drive Thru
help you
choose the CARAT you want. Then we'll mount it
in the ring off your choice. .-- . - '. y,
The Chittumsj
Jewelers
SEE WHAT
YOU'RE BUYING
BUY
WHAT
YOU WANT
Let us show you diamond CLARITY. COLOR, and
CUT UNDER our gem microscope, and
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College Bowl Week
Northrop.
420 East Liberty
262-334- 4
Located at fho ease of Boa11 Avenue
We carry a large, selection off domestic and
imported beers and wines as state minimum
prices.
Monday thru Thursday 11 am to 11 pm
Friday and Saturday 11 am to 1 am
7m
activities. Photograph by Rob
Ballots Fouled Up
The results of last week's Freexe
Referendum are as follows:
1M baltots were cast against the
resolution.
190 ballots were cast in favor of
the resolution.
33 ballots indicated an undecided
position.
Kay Fanning, member of West-
minster Peacemakers stated, "I
think the number of ballots turned
in shows that a great number of
students feel strongly about this
issue. However we think the results
, of the poll are not really indicative
of student opinion. We have re-
ceived lots of comments that bal-
lots were tampered with, and It
does appear to have happened on
both sides. It is unfortunate that we
could not obtain a valid reflection
of student's views on this issue. I
would recommend that groups con-
ducting similar referendum in the
future keep much more control
over ballotttng."
Applications
aro now boing accepted
for oditor of tho 1904 Indox
Please) submit your application to the
Index via campus mall
Include In your application:
Name
Home address
Class year at the college
History of past experience
Brief essay of 'why you would
the position and what style
Intend to use
Doaline for all applications
is Monday, May 16.
Applications submitted after this deadline
' will not be considered
Any questions, contact Chip Alkens, extension 275S
m mm
like
you
2680 Cleveland Rd.
FFHEE
DELIVERY!
Delivery Hooffo
Mon. - Thurs. - 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM
"Fri. - Sat. - 5:00 PM -- 12:30 PM
Sun. 5:00-10:3- 0
$2.00 off any large pi
. with student I.D,
SGA News Brief
Once again, applications are
available at Xowry front desk for
Judicial Board positions. Since the
number of seats on the board has
increased to 12, there are two, one
year alternate positions open, and
one, one year seat available. Since
they are one year terms, the posi-
tions are open to all Juniors, Sopho-
mores, and Freshmen. We encour-
age those of you Interested, to fill
out the applications and return
them to the front desk by Saturday,
May 14.
At the Student Government Gen-
eral Assembly meeting last Mon-
day night, the main topic of discus- -,
sion was the purpose of the SGA.
and its effectiveness in represent-
ing the student body. - Although
there were several --Important is--.
sues raised at the meeting, perhaps-th- e
most Important point was the
lack of communication between the --
student body and its representa-
tives. SGA representatives are list-
ed below, ' so this communication
gap can be died. If you have any
questions about SGA, or If you have
any issues which you feel are
Important on campus, please con-
tact your SGA representative, or
come and participate in one of the
Monday -- Night General Assembly
meetings. The meetings are open to
all students, on campus, so we
invite you to come and let your
voice be heard.
John Adams, Brett Baker, Melo-
dy Buenafe, Julie Carter, Frank
Casner, Al Cleveland, Doug Dantz-e- r,
Julie Ferguson, John Heiman,
Michelle Kapur. Jim LaPolla, Ben
LeVan, Richard Loomis, Cathy
Lovell, Mike Mann, Edith McGan-d- y,
Jenny Dean, Dave Riley,
Heather Brownell. Scott Ferguson,
Dan Green, Bill Andrew, John Mur-
phy.
Kevin Nahiganr Scott Nicholson, .
Jodi Nunnari, Kim Patton. Gary
Peterson, Janice Proeasky, Donna
Rice, Chuck Ryan, Don Sandford,
Anne Scales, Heidi Smith, Cindy
Steeb, Gil Vargas, Drew -- Ward,
Mlndy Warren, Joan Williams,
Paula Yeungberg, Michael Phelps,
Mark McQurg, Sarah Mortensen,
Sue Clydesdale and Dave Rlmmler.
MODEL 895
Vt-hri-- r.
J3 Typewriter
Service & Sales
SpedmliMta Im
Facit
" IBM ,
Ml- -
Remington
Smith Corona
Rental Available
925-397-7 MM Clwlnd RoadOn Th vmrn 34 4 Ptwra: US-7M-S
